COMPREHENSIVE

Regulatory Compliance

Understanding the ever-changing regulatory landscape is crucial to achieving and maintaining compliance. NSF International has helped small and multinational companies alike develop and implement superior quality systems and supply chain oversight programs that contribute lasting benefits to their operations.

We employ a diverse team of consultants with a variety of expertise and work experience. Former regulators, QA/QC leaders at multinational cosmetic companies and leading chemists and toxicologists make up our team.

Our consultants provide:

> Label reviews against U.S., Canadian and European requirements
> Registration and notification services including the Canadian Environment Protection Act (CEPA), Canadian cosmetic regulations, California Safe Cosmetic Act and EU cosmetic notifications
> Regulatory submissions and cosmetic ingredient safety assessments including Cosmetics Safety Reports (CPSR) and Product Information Files (PIFs) for EU compliance
> Gap audits against country-specific regulatory and quality system standards
> Guidance for companies responding to warning letters

CONTACT US

For more information, visit nsf.org/info/cosmetics or email cosmetics@nsf.org.
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